concept of contact in historically based CS studies (do researchers refer to language contact or to contact linguistics?). Importantly, the latter question entails the problem of language contact as a phenomenon: if the phenomenon studied by contact linguists is essentially speaker contact, can reader contact, or contact mediated by writing, also constitute language contact proper?
As an introduction to the topic, we first offer an overview of the visibility of contact linguistics as a field in a selection of CS studies by historical linguists, and of the presence (or absence) of the historical perspective in recent hand books, textbooks and reference works dealing with language contact. Subsequently, historical CS is discussed as a language-contact phenomenon, alongside the issue of using written rather than spoken data in research on multilingual practices, societies and language users. The penultimate section presents as empirical evidence data from medieval and early modern texts, particularly examples of Latin switches embedded in material with a variety of early English as the matrix language. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks on language contact as a phenomenon in historically oriented research.
Historical CS in Recent Publications
In order to find a place for historical CS research within (contact linguistics, we need to survey where it is currently located and how it is treated by historically oriented linguists on the one hand and by contact linguists on the other. This section therefore reviews some relatively recent scholarly work by researchers in these two groups. The following does not, however, seek to posit the argument that a historical or contact-linguistic perspective ought to be present in every textbook and reference work; nor do we report our findings as criticism but merely as a step towards understanding why the field currently looks the way it does. We shall return to some of the topics emerging from the survey in the subsequent sections.
2.1
Studies of Historical CS and Multilingualism Recent as it is, the field of historical CS research has produced a relatively large number of article-length and longer publications with a variety of focal questions. As it is unfeasible to comb every one of them for references to contact linguistics and definitions of language contact or CS, we concentrate on some studies of the history of English and of Classical languages and prioritize published collections over individual papers, the selection of which would inevitably be more arbitrary.
